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OD education is at a crossroads. Designers 
of OD curricula are stretched between 
teaching the foundations, and a rising tide 
of new or emerging theories, techniques 
and models. Simultaneously, newer 
students—X’ers, Y’s and the Millennials—
are generations beyond the world of OD’s 
WWII era founders; theirs is a pragmatic, 
IT-driven perspective. 

In this article, we paint a scenario 
of the near future of OD education 
constructed from ongoing conversations 
among OD educators, OD Network and 
NTL Institute members, and articles in 
this issue. Responsibility may lie with OD 
educators to resolve the current crisis of 
identity, focusing the fi eld and stabilizing 
OD through their curricula, research and 
publication.

Under the Bridge

Clearly, a lot of water has passed under the 
bridge in terms of the content of academic 
programs in OD. From the earliest 
curricula to the present, key streams of 
OD education have emphasized:

values: organization members’ 
participation, inclusion, and voice
practitioner use of self as an instrument 
of change 
theory and skills in relationships and 
communications
dynamics and facilitation of intact 
groups and teams
socio-technical systems and processes
organizational strategy and alignment
adult learning theory and use of 
experiential learning
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“objective” data-driven organization 
change
the utility of planned approaches to 
change

Flooding

More recently, the curricula of graduate 
education in OD are expanding to include:

large group and full-system 
interventions in organizations and 
communities
systems, self-organizing processes, 
complexity 
intercultural, multicultural, geopolitical 
and global dynamics
making a powerful business case for 
OD 
knowledge management, network 
dynamics, and communities of practice
managing change in a virtual 
environment
leadership development, coaching, 
transitions, action learning
positive organization science, 
appreciative inquiry
emotional intelligence and cognitive 
approaches to learning and change
fast-cycle, negotiated, co-constructed 
OD
learning beyond the classroom

The Crosscurrents

Given the confl uence of trends in OD and 
organizations, graduate programs in OD 
are hard-pressed to address an expanding 
body of knowledge and practice. Such 
pressures refl ect the high standards and 
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competition for students that characterize 
the business side of graduate education.

Graduate OD programs respond by 
becoming longer and/or more intense. For 
example, some masters programs have 
grown from 30-36 credit hours to upwards 
of 45, and beyond. Curricula that once 
took two years to complete with courses 
meeting twice a week might now run three 
years and more, with classes or research 
and study teams meeting more frequently 
or completing projects. Added components 
include longer residencies for coursework, 
international programming, and more 
weekend classes and online learning. 
Students are often stressed, and some 
programs report waves of dropouts.

Beyond time requirements, OD 
graduate programs cost more, restricting 
access. Fewer employers sponsor 
employee participation; most offer little 
or no sponsorship or reimbursement. 
Some permit employees to use fl exible 
work schedules for residencies and 
class work, preserving some leave time. 
Sadly, while costs have mounted, student 
loan programs have lower borrowing 
limits, higher interest rates, and tighter 
repayments. For many, home equity is 
currently impracticable. Consequently, 
OD programs struggle to recruit diverse 
student populations who can make a long 
term commitment to a degree program.

Finally, the shift to using cutting-
edge IT for learning and communication 
challenges university-based OD programs. 
Every program is under market pressure 
to shift more teaching and learning into 
learning platforms such as Blackboard 
or Caucus. Some schools with self-study 
orientations now rely on distance learning 
as the centerpiece for OD learning. Others 
develop hybrid strategies that bookend 
online coursework with face to face 
learning sessions. This shift is especially 
challenging for senior faculty whose 
wisdom and instructional skills were honed 
in pre-IT eras.

Further Upstream

Even as the fi eld strains to accommodate 
the continual broadening of the knowledge 
base, some important areas dominate. 

Building on the output of dialogues among 
practitioners regarding 21st century OD 
practice (see also Marshak, 2006), we have 
isolated six typical themes:

Sustainability. The 21st century drives 
toward sustainability, as consensus 
hardens regarding global climate change 
and its environmental, socio-political, and 
economic consequences. Sustainability is 
most easily seen around supply chains, 
environmental consciousness, carbon 
footprints, and the organization’s impact 
on society. Organizations are increasingly 
measured on the triple bottom line (Savitz, 
2006). OD consults on developing and 
implementing the ethics and impacts 
of mission, strategies, products and 
practices. In addition, sustainability 
addresses the durability and disciplines of 
organization change. Many OD projects 
fail; OD practitioners and OD-oriented 
managers seek the knowledge, research 
and competencies to guide traditional 
organizations that bet the future on major 
system change. 

Globalization. Myriad forces are in 
play during planetary globalization: 
transnational organizations in all sectors, 
internet access, outsourcing, mergers, 
acquisitions, and joint ventures, wars, 
terror, famines, extreme weather, 
earthquakes, oil, population movements, 
political and legal contexts, child labor 
and worker abuse, immigration issues, 
corruption, pollution, interdependence…ad 
infi nitum. Global practice requires that 
OD graduates be well grounded in multi-
cultural perspectives, possessing the 
cultural competence to design, deliver and 
relate in ways that go beyond our current 
US-centric practices. 

The Business Case for OD. An unfortunate 
yet enduring stereotype about OD 
education is that its students resist the 
technical and quantitative disciplines 
and profi t orientation of MBA programs. 
However, making the business case 
for how OD equips organizations in 
all sectors to meet their goals is a core 
responsibility for each OD program. There 
are recent examples of curricula that 

blend an OD orientation with MBA or 
knowledge management. David Bradford’s 
Stanford program has trained dozens of 
business-oriented T-group participants 
and facilitators. Exiting the touchy-feely 
canard is essential. Graduate programs 
increasingly emphasize how OD values 
and practices enable organizations to profi t 
from diversity, make ethical, effective 
and durable decisions and strategies, 
work with confl ict, engage the workforce, 
manage knowledge, build organizational 
capabilities for refl ection, focus, and future. 
Even the ability to read a balance sheet and 
know the difference in function among 
the C-level jobs is crucial to successful OD 
practice.

Use of Self in Professional Service. The 
importance of refl ective, effective use of 
self is a core tenet of OD. From the early 
emphasis on personal growth, there came 
continuous refi nement of expectations 
for professionalizing OD practice by 
succeeding generations. The current 
explosion of personal growth, spirituality, 
and mindfulness practices challenges the 
academic programs to examine curriculum 
assumptions about the effective use of 
self in professional practice. While most 
major texts offer lists of OD competencies, 
there is little research or consensus in this 
area. It is not yet clear how OD programs 
should shape curricula to build the 
capacity in students to know themselves 
and to develop personal growth practices 
to accomplish that (O’Hara-Devereaux, 
2004)? 

Social Networking. There has been an 
explosion of tools and websites to support 
the formation and exploration of social 
communities. From the simple sharing 
of videos to more sophisticated sites 
such as Facebook, Jango, Jaiku, Flickr, 
and kaioo, there are hundreds of places 
where community is formed virtually. One 
prevailing OD paradigm—that intimacy 
can only be built via face to face contact—is 
outdated. The fi eld needs to develop better 
knowledge and experience with social 
networking. OD programs are beginning to 
use YouTube and podcasts in recruitment, 
but most OD coursework and curricula lag 
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behind the changing patterns of connection 
used by global organizations. (Cross, 
Parker, Cross 2004; Barabasi, 2003).

Positive Organizational Sciences/
Practices. The arena characterized by 
Positive Organizational Science, Positive 
Deviance, Open Space and Future Search, 
Appreciative Inquiry, and Organizational 
Discourse is perhaps the fastest growing 
dimension of OD (Pascale & Sternin 
2005; Watkins & Mohr 2001). While 
consistent with the Lewinian discipline of 
Action Research (emphasis on collective 
understanding and action based on shared 
data), positive approaches abandon the 
defi cit-driven paradigm of early OD. They 
emphasize the strengths and resources a 
system can access. 

Many accounts suggest that such 
approaches are an increasingly important 
means to craft shared perspective and 
make change happen in quantifi able ways. 
Powerful examples include stubborn social 
issues or confl icts that have traditionally 
resisted infl uence. Though the body of 
knowledge in this area is scant, accounts of 
successes are multiplying. 

Taking a Stand

Readers scanning this list would rightly 
note that it is a mix of process, content, 
and context. Early in the fi eld’s evolution, 
powerful discoveries around process and 
content were revolutionary. As command-
and-control approaches weakened, 
organizations hungered to work better with 
human systems and change. OD met that 
need. OD Pioneer Robert Chin used to tell 
his doctoral students: “We learn this stuff 
to give it away.” Certainly, the OD fi eld has 
had remarkable success in giving it away. 
Many clients are process-savvy. School 
systems and scout troops use theories and 
activities related to personal growth, team 
dynamics, and leadership that were once 
taught in NTL labs, Outward Bound, and 
graduate programs. 

The Central Role of OD Curricula

However, OD is far more than the process 

side of things, or the techniques that 
bring creativity into stalled systems, or 
the glow after an offsite. Another Chin 
aphorism was: “We are the ferryboat 
captains between the shores of theory and 
practice.” The OD profession is fuelled by 
the graduate programs that expose aspiring 
leaders and practitioners to theory and 
practice, educating them to captain the 
ferryboats. This role equips organizations 
to remain viable and profi table through 
continuous, forward-looking change. 
As Feyerherm & Worley emphasize 
elsewhere in this issue, the OD fi eld has a 
responsibility to assert its value proposition 
along with a clear identity. 

OD curricula are key defi ners of the 
fi eld. There is anecdotal evidence that some 
OD programs have abandoned experiential 
coursework in favor of more “academically 
rigorous” topics. Building capacity in client 
systems has devolved to an aspiration in 
some curricula, with no commitment to 
explicit knowledge or practice or course 
time.

OD is a values-based fi eld. Yet when 
you ask OD students what those values 
are, you may hear a bucket of aspirations 
and advocacy. When OD programs already 
struggle to cover the content of what was 
once the “core” of OD knowledge, how can 
the curricula stretch further to add topics 
such as sustainability, responsible progress 
(Worley and McKloskey, 2006), cultural 
competence, globalization, and business 
acumen? 

Managing the challenges of OD 
education must go along with reclaiming 
and refocusing the fi eld in ways that 
develop greater consensus within the 
OD community. The contribution of the 
graduate programs comes via research, 
writing, curricula and teaching. Together, 
the OD educational community must 
pinpoint the true priorities for learning 
given the complexities of life and work 
and organizations in the 21st century. The 
OD Network and the ODC division of 
the Academy of Management have been 
collaborating on such a dialogue for three 
years now. Much material in this article 
refl ects the themes in their dialogue. 

Moving forward involves restructuring 
those conversations about the contact, 

content and context of knowledge and skills 
essential to 21st Century OD practice (see 
Figure 1).

Contact: topics and skills that are best 
learned in a personal, face-to-face 
manner, including listening, interviewing, 
feedback, diversity, coaching, group 
dynamics, process observation, use of self, 
communities of practice and personal and 
self development. These are areas where 
practice, skill development, simulations, 
in-class exercises, refl ection, and in-the-
moment interventions reinforce deep 
learning.

Content: those topics and concepts that 
are more traditionally academic and which 
can be learned in a classroom and via 
distance learning, including behavioral 
science theory, distance teaming, 
interventions, systems and complexity 
theory, business process redesign, positive 
deviance and appreciative inquiry, research 
methods, economics, business dynamics, 
globalization, and sustainability. These 
areas address a well-established body 
of knowledge, where learning builds in 
multiple channels.

Context: those topics and concepts that are 
learned by doing, including fi eld interviews 
and observation, consultation projects, 
international residencies, original research 
papers, and the like. Using these settings 
supports learning through application, 
experimentation, experience and refl ection. 

Such a framework for dialogue could help 
OD program directors and faculty to craft 
a powerful consensus about essential 

Figure 1: Framing the Dialogue
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knowledge and skills needed in 21st 
century OD practice while sharpening 
their positioning and better differentiating 
among the strengths of the programs. 

OD Programs of the Future

The decisions that OD educators make 
at the current crossroads can defi ne the 
next eras of OD practice. For the fi eld of 
OD education to thrive into the future, we 
expect to fi nd:

More relevant curricula for a new 
generation of sophisticated customers; 
programs will tighten and focus their 
curricula and launch interesting and 
application-oriented coursework backed 
by sound theory based in research 
adapted for point-and-click learners. 
More specialization of content and 
focus across programs, allowing 
prospective students to choose a career 
path that best fi ts their interests.
Distinctive curricula and formats 
emerge across programs, making 
the choice more about international 
experiences, learning philosophies, and 
curriculum foci than the program’s 
physical site or even the tuition.
Increasingly heavy use of IT. Students 
can already earn an OD degree online. 
Given rising energy costs (travel, 
classroom space) and better capability 
to deliver distance learning, programs 
will shift more learning to online 
systems.
More emphasis on student services: 
career counseling and placement, 
alumni networks, fi nancial aid, 
international student services 
(especially ESOL), writing skills, 
disability support, online materials 
and forms.

Systems dynamics and even cell biology 
show that when an organism grows beyond 
its own capacity to maintain and support 
itself, it bifurcates or divides. We believe 
that the fi eld of OD education has reached 
that point, as the fl ood of new content 
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has overwhelmed the current system. 
The successful OD schools will likely 
be the ones that specialize their content 
and learning strategies around a core set 
of beliefs that assert and defi ne the OD 
profession in the 21st century. 
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